Jeep wrangler air conditioning not cold

The AC in a Jeep Wrangler cools the cabin on a hot day. The Jeep's AC system uses
compressed refrigerant to cool the cabin. An accessory belt turns a pulley that is connected to
a compressor to deliver the refrigerant to the cabin. When this system malfunctions, there are
normally only two possible problems--the system is out of refrigerant, or the belt is slipping on
the pulley. Before you replace anything, troubleshoot the problem. Open the hood of the Jeep
and inspect the accessory belt. The accessory belt for the Jeep Wrangler is in the front of the
engine. The Wrangler uses a rather large compressor on the driver's side of the engine bay on
the bottom of the engine. The accessory belt should be wrapped around a pulley off to the side
of the compressor. If the belt looks damaged or worn in any way, it may be slipping on the
pulley and unable to power the compressor. The belt will need to be replaced. Check the air
vents for cold air. If there is no cold air being pushed into the cabin, then there is no refrigerant
in the system. You will need to have the system recharged by a professional mechanic. If you
turn on the AC system and you hear a faint hissing sound coming from the compressor, then
there is a leak in the compressor which will need to be replaced. I am a Registered Financial
Consultant with 6 years experience in the financial services industry. I am trained in the
financial planning process, with an emphasis in life insurance and annuity contracts. I have
written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Open the hood of the Jeep and inspect the accessory
belt. Step 2 Start the engine and turn the AC controls to the coldest setting. Step 3 Turn the fan
speed to the highest setting. Frederick, A. If your Jeep Wrangler is older than , you will need to
have the AC system serviced by a professional mechanic because the type of refrigerant used
in these older Jeeps is no longer commercially available to the general public. An air
conditioning system contains many sections. It starts at the compressor that compresses the
Freon to a temperature warmer than the atmosphere and pushes it through the condenser,
which releases the heat to the atmosphere. From the condenser, the Freon moves through the
dryer which contains a desiccant that removes any moisture in the system. From the dryer the
Freon flows through an H-block, which is similar to an orifice tube in function, where it turns the
liquid Freon into a fine spray or vapor. This vapor or spray moves through the evaporator and
absorbs the heat within the cabin and returns to the compressor. Check to make sure that the
internal air conditioning fan is functioning on all speeds. If not, the fan motor and blower motor
resister must be checked. Check for power to the blower motor. If the blower motor does not
have power, check the fuses, and if they are good, check to make sure there is power to the
blower motor resister. If there is power to the resister, the resister is bad; if not, the control
switch is bad. Check to see if the compressor comes on when the switch is activated. If the
compressor comes on, feel the larger of the two lines off the compressor. The large line is the
low side for the low pressure suction side which returns the Freon to the compressor. It
normally carries 30 to 60 lbs. The line should be cold. If it is, then there is a problem with the
electric motor controlling the doors under the dash. Remove the glove compartment insert,
operate the air conditioning and move the knob that controls the position of air and notice
which motor is not moving the lever to operate the door and replace the motor. If the line is not
cold, hook up the air conditioning gauges. Hook up the red high side line to the valve on the
small line and the blue or low side to the big line. Make sure that the knobs on the gauges are in
the off position. The small line from the compressor that goes to the condenser and then to the
firewall is the high side hose. This line contains from to lbs. Always be careful with this line. If a
bottle of Freon was hooked up to this line and the line opened to the bottle, it could explode
since the bottle has a lot less pressure than the line. Look at the gauges. They should read 29 to
30 lbs. If they are lower and the compressor did not come on, then it is undercharged and needs
Freon to make the low side switch come on and activate the compressor. Start the car and turn
the AC on. Open the low side only valve and allow the charge to build to 30 lbs. Listen for the
click in the low side switch to turn the compressor on. Shut the valve off if the compressor does
not come on. Turn the engine off. Rotate the compressor clutch be hand to see if it is loose
enough, and check the wire connector on the compressor. Start the engine and carefully check
for voltage at the compressor. If there's no voltage, check the fuses in the relay box under the
hood and the relays. If there is power to the compressor clutch, then the compressor is bad.
Check the gauges with the engine running and the AC on now that the system is charged and
see if it is cold. If it is, look for a leak in the system with a leak detector. If it is not cold, notice
the gauge readings. If the low side is high and the high side is also high, the H-block is plugged
up and needs to be changed. If the low side is low and the high side is low and does not move
or barely moves when the compressor comes on, the compressor is bad. If the compressor
makes a lot of noise or the clutch will not engage properly, it also requires a compressor. If the
high side is very high and the low side normal or low, the condenser is plugged up and needs to
be replaced. Don Bowman has been writing for various websites and several online magazines
since He has owned an auto service facility since and has over 45 years of technical experience

as a master ASE tech. Bowman has a business degree from Pennsylvania State University and
was an officer in the U. Army aircraft maintenance officer, pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours
Vietnam. Step 1 Check to make sure that the internal air conditioning fan is functioning on all
speeds. Step 2 Check to see if the compressor comes on when the switch is activated. Step 3
Hook up the red high side line to the valve on the small line and the blue or low side to the big
line. Step 4 Look at the gauges. Step 5 Start the engine and carefully check for voltage at the
compressor. Tips The evaporator is in a box under the dash and uses electric motors to open
and close door within the box to direct heat to a desired area. The blower motor and resistor,
which controls the fan speed, is located behind and below the glove box. There is also a high
side switch in the high side line which shuts the compressor off if the pressure gets to high do
to a engine fan problem. There is also a low side switch which will shut the compressor off to
prevent damage to it if the Freon becomes too low. Air conditioning gauges Bottle of refrigerant
Air conditioning reclaimer Voltmeter. Federal laws require a reclaimer to contain the Freon. It is
illegal to release it to the atmosphere. It all boils down to how you plan to drive it. This is a
rugged vehicle that can go places few other SUVs can. The Wrangler, unlike most compact
SUVs , jitters and jolts over potholes and bumps. Its interior is noisy, especially in models with
the standard soft top. These SUVs get better fuel economy than the Wrangler and are more
comfortable to drive around town and on the highway. They also cost several thousand dollars
less than the Jeep. It has seen few updates since then. The model was the first with available
forward collision warning and adaptive cruise control. For , Jeep adds two special editions, as
well as an optional turbodiesel engine that is expected to arrive midyear. You can save even
more money by shopping for a previous-generation Wrangler JK, which covers the to model
years. JK models look similar to the JL, and they offer comparable off-road performance. If
you're considering an older model, be sure to read our Wrangler , Wrangler , and Wrangler
reviews to help make your decision. Also check out our Used Car Deals page to learn about
savings and discounts you can find on used vehicles. This overview incorporates applicable
research for all models in the Jeep Wrangler JL generation, which runs from to News Best Cars
has been ranking and reviewing vehicles since , and our team has decades of experience in the
auto industry. The Jeep Cherokee is a better buy for most shoppers. It has a quiet cabin with
more standard features than the Wrangler, and it provides a smoother ride on rough pavement.
Better still, the Cherokee rates higher for predicted reliability. It may not be able to hang with the
Wrangler on the most extreme trails, but its rugged Trailhawk trim is no off-road slouch. Opt for
the Cherokee. The Grand Cherokee is larger than the Wrangler, and it's a superior vehicle for
driving around town and on the highway. It has a much nicer interior, a more comfortable ride,
more active safety features, higher towing limits, and brawnier engine options, including a
couple of V8s. All in all, give the Grand Cherokee a test drive before settling on the Wrangler.
Both of these Jeeps have similar styling and features, comparable off-road ability, and the same
V6 engine. Both also have removable tops, doors, and fold-down windshields. On the other
hand, the Gladiator offers the practicality of an open bed, and its tow rating is nearly double that
of the Wrangler. The Jeep Wrangler is available with three engine options: a horsepower 3. All
are available with an eight-speed automatic transmission and four-wheel drive, but only the gas
V6 is available with a six-speed manual transmission. Its gear changes are quick and well-timed.
The six-speed manual transmission is fine for everyday driving, though the clutch engagement
feels a bit bland to some critics. The Wrangler gets poor fuel economy estimates by compact
SUV standards. Models with the turbo-four engine get an EPA-rated 22 mpg in the city and 24
mpg on the highway. Wranglers with the V6 manage just 18 mpg in the city and 23 mpg on the
highway. Its suspension is firm, causing the SUV to jitter and shimmy on uneven pavement.
This is especially true for the shorter two-door models. That said, the Wrangler does feel stable
around turns. Its steering is responsive, and its brakes have good stopping power. It can take a
beating, yet it still articulates nicely over bumps, rocks, and holes. It also provides between 9.
Other standard off-road features include tow hooks and protective skid plates. Limited-slip and
locking differentials are available, as is an electronic disconnecting sway bar. When properly
equipped, the two-door Wrangler can tow up to 2, pounds, while the four-door Wrangler
Unlimited can tow up to 3, pounds. The Wrangler is offered in two body styles. The two-door
Wrangler can seat four people, and the four-door Wrangler Unlimited can seat up to five. Cloth
upholstery is standard. Leather upholstery, heated front seats, and a heated steering wheel are
available. The front seats are comfortable, and they provide a commanding view of the road
ahead. Four-door models have an additional tether anchor for the rear middle seat. The
materials feel sturdy, though there are too many hard plastics. The interior is noisy on the
highway, especially in models with a soft-top roof. A hardtop is available. Both roof styles are
easy to remove. All models have removable doors and a fold-down windshield. The four-door
Wrangler Unlimited has 32 cubic feet of cargo space with its rear seats upright and 72 cubic feet

of space with these seats folded. The two-door model is a lot less practical. It offers just 13
cubic feet of cargo space with the rear seats up and 32 cubic feet with them folded. The menus
are simple to understand, and the touch screen responds quickly to inputs. There are also
physical buttons and knobs on the dashboard that adjust the main audio and climate controls.
The entry-level Wrangler is outfitted with a 5-inch touch screen, Bluetooth, a USB port, eight
speakers, push-button start, and cruise control. Available features include air conditioning,
power windows and door locks, remote keyless entry, 7-inch and 8. The Jeep Wrangler has a
poor predicted reliability rating of two out of five from J. That's the lowest rating that the
organization gives. The cost of insuring a Jeep Wrangler will depend on a variety of factors,
including your deductible, the level of coverage that you want, and the type of insurance that
you choose. Your age, gender, location, credit score, and driving record can also have an
impact on your insurance rates. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration gave the
Wrangler Unlimited four stars out of five in the frontal crash test and three stars in the rollover
evaluation. The Wrangler did not receive an overall safety rating. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety gave the Wrangler the top rating of Good in four out of five crash test areas, and
the second-lowest rating of Marginal for small overlap front crash safety. The Wrangler received
the top rating of Superior for its available front crash prevention system, though it also received
the lowest rating of Poor for the effectiveness of its headlights. The Wrangler comes standard
with a rearview camera. Available safety features include blind spot monitoring, rear parking
sensors, forward collision warning, and adaptive cruise control. The two-door Wrangler is Its
curb weight ranges from 3, to 4, pounds. The Jeep Wrangler is available in two body styles: the
two-door Wrangler and the four-door Wrangler Unlimited. The best option for most shoppers is
the Sport S trim. It comes standard with all the gear you need, like rock sliders, locking
differentials, and oversized all-terrain tires. Standard features include a horsepower V6 engine,
a six-speed manual transmission, four-wheel drive, a two-speed transfer case, inch steel
wheels, all-season tires, skid plates, tow hooks, fog lights, and a Sunrider folding soft top. Cloth
upholstery, manual windows and door locks, push-button start, cruise control, a 5-inch touch
screen, a USB port, Bluetooth, eight speakers, and a rearview camera also come standard. The
same engines and transmissions are available. This special edition shares its core features,
options, and engine lineup with the Sport S trim. It comes with a tan soft-top roof, tan cloth
seats, all-terrain tires, side steps, and the contents of the Technology package. It adds a black
paint scheme, Willys decals, mud-terrain tires, rock sliders, larger brakes, and a rear limited-slip
differential. This trim shares its features, options, and engine lineup with the Sport S. It comes
with a hardtop roof and inch alloy wheels. The Sahara is equipped with larger brakes, inch alloy
wheels, three USB ports, plus the contents of the Technology package. This trim comes
standard with the V6 engine and manual transmission. Both are paired with an eight-speed
automatic transmission. Most options carry over from the previous trims. The Rubicon trims are
available with the non-eTorque V6 and four-cylinder engines. This trim shares its features,
options, and engine lineup with the Sahara trim. It gains a hardtop roof and inch alloy wheels.
The catch is that almost all other compact SUVs are more comfortable in day-to-day driving, and
they also cost less. Check out comments from some of the reviews that drive our rankings and
analysis. Read the full Jeep Wrangler review on U. Plan to lower Florida's flags for Rush
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window. Do a search on AC defeat switch. It may help you understand the function of the AC
system. Here it is Isnt that basically normal for every AC system The faster your moving the
faster the compressor is spinning the better the AC works. By clutch fan you are talking about
the fan that pulls air through the radiator If it is not engaging would I not be running high engine
temps Mine runs normal temps but feels almost like heat when sitting still. Going down the
highway it is very cold. Condenser is clean and straight. The engine doesnt need the air flow
through the radiator. I used jeep air. Good system great service. I would highly recommend. It
was a very complete system. I got a military discount. I have been out a couple years and he still
gave it to me. They are based in Florida and I am in nw Florida so I shipped it to my friends
house in Alabama so I didnt have to pay taxes. I would recommend buying a gatorback belt. The
one in the kit is cheap. My only complaint. Isnt the blower motor upgrade from a blazer for the
heater not the underdash AC system. Quote Originally Posted by superj I think if you search
there is a blower upgrade using a motor from a chevy fullsize blazer. Thats for the heater and
that only works on older YJs. The newer models already had an upgraded motor. The AC

system uses a different blower. And I dont know of any upgrades. Thats not to say that they
dont exist. I guess if you get creative enough you could make anything work. Quote Originally
Posted by pasinbuy And to all of you up north think about this before you nay my AC. In the
winter I take my top down. I would love to have AC in my jeep but seeing as how I live in
Michigan it really isnt a necessity. Especially at the dollars it would cost to get a good system
hooked up and running. I fully understand. The comment was to those that like to razz us in
Florida or anywhere else down south for installing AC. My jeep came with AC so I have not
purchased that kit but I have purchased other replacement parts from jeep air in the past and
have had no problems with them. I have replaced the majority of my AC components over the
years and would have to say it shoulldnt be that difficult of a job. The hardest part would be
trying to vacuum and recharge the system. Call them they were very nice and I am ok with the
system. It blows very cold. Sometimes I have to turn it down in the summer.. You live in Florida
you know that means it is working. I have it in my YJ. It should be blasting extremely cold air
out of there. Always been impressed with the heatingcooling system on my Jk beside that
couple second delay lol. Freezing cold air and extremely hot air in winter. Also cracked my
windshield in the winter from blasting that hot of air on my frozen windshield letting it warm up
in the morning. Quote Originally Posted by deftones07 fix it before it gets worse. Also cracked
my windshield in the winter from blasting that hot of air on my frozen windshield letting. Quote
Originally Posted by drew how do u know if its low or if the clutch is bad how can u tell the
difference You MUST checked the pressures. Chances are better that you have a leak and the
system is lowempty on Freon. There is a pressure valve that stops the compressor from turning
on actually stops the clutch from engaging when the pressures get low. Quote Originally Posted
by drew well what i was hoping to do was to convert my air cuz i dont use it into a compressor
for air tools and such so first i should determine if there are any leaks then fix the leaks
somehow and then see if it works Well no.. Why in the hell would you care if he AC system has
a leak somewhere when you arent going to be using anything except the compressor It might
have been helpful if you had mentioned those plans in your original post. Quote Originally
Posted by jwomack Sounds like you have the exact same problem as me. My air will get cold
again after about a 30 minute cycle just like yours. It just bolts in you can do it yourself OK so
you get the kit how are you going to vacuum down the system and how are you going to know
when you have enough in the system If the system has any moisture in it there will be problems.
Save the money you are going to waste on the recharge kit and put it towards getting it rep air
ed correctly. Now if the system was working and slowly lost cooling ability I might go along with
a recharge but not in this case. What should I do well never mind that last bit the system will
have to be vacumed out completely and then its a matter of disconnecting lines an throwing a
new compressor on if you dont have the equipment i would go to a shop. Hard water deposits
are a good idea. Living just north of you Ill say its not common in this area. The Great Lakes
watershed has great tap water but deposits from some wells can be some nasty stuff. So it
depends on what you or someone used. When you turn on your AC there is an added load on
your engine. Could range from fan clutch to water pump to air pocket in cooling system Since
you recently had. Do a search there was a recent thread in this forum where someone installed
an aftermarket ac system into their jeep and it worked great afterwards. For those who think
anyone asking about adding ac can just take the top off instead not all of us can wear
shortsjeans and a t-shirt to work or just use the jeep for fun on the weekend. Quote Originally
Posted by Jerry Bransford Do a search there was a recent thread in this forum where someone
installed an aftermarket ac system into their jeep and it worked great afterwards. I had to take
mine to a. I think u can buy RA without a license. I have mine but never use it If its really hot
outside ur AC will not blow as cold as it does during normal temps. If it blows cold one minute
and not so cold the next ur clutch could be out on ur compressor. Check out the new JP mag
for September. It has everything u need to know about ur jeep s AC system. Ill be real interested
in how yours does as I plan on rebuilding mine using their parts. Ill report back about the kit the
installation and the cooling. Visiting the jeep air webpage you can get a list of all the parts. They
even have an instruction page to go through the steps of what is needed on the installation. I
converted my Volvo wagon to refrigerant and it works fantastic. Changed the o-rings installed a
new drier and orifice had the system evacuated added new oil and. I know this post is old but I
must say I did a little research before adding ac to my 98TJ. The kit I chose was a little more
expensive but the kit is an OE jeep ac system. The kit was from jeep air. The best part of the kit
was that all the parts are interchangable with any part from Mopar. The guys at jeep air. Quote
Originally Posted by Oman jeep Okay When parked in traffic with the AC running my
temperature gauge creeps up a lot higher than Id like It does this in a very short amount of time.
Once I get moving or sit with the engine held at a higher RPM she cools down. But today. I
looked at the HD fan and clutch before and the dealership said they had no record of ever

ordering those part numbers so at the time I just took a regular fan clutch. I agree the upgrade
might be worth. If Central Texas wasnt so hot we could do cool things like this. Nice write up. Id
say put a set of gauges on it and watch both high and low side pressures while it runs. Wait for
it to act up. Note the pressures while it runs normally. Watch to see what happens on both sides
when the problem happens. Does the compressor cut out or does it keep running I suspect a
low charge and your ac guy does not know how much of a charge is in the system unless he
has evacuated and recharged. Quote Originally Posted by joe O. So thats 1 vote for the
dehydrator 1 vote for the evaporator 2 votes for the compressor clutch 1 vote for the expansion
valve 3 votes for more refrigerant Looking at my searches there are at least 4 posts with the
exact same symptoms but no answers. Im on the cusp of buying some gauges and looking at
the pressures myself. At least that way I can say. If the system is not evacuating then you have
a leak. The reason that the does not go into the system is that you have not jumped the
compressor to get it started. I had my whole system started and charged including a few crimps
for about Not sure that I understand your comment on the evacuating thing. But based on that
and that it wont take refrigerant I have to ask Did you open the hose end fittings when you
connected them to the system Most of the gauge set connectors require you to turn knobs on
the connectors to open the system ports. Then did you open the working valves on the gauge
set to give the service line yellow access to the system lines Not trying to be a jerk. If the
system wont pull into a vacuum then you have a leak. If you cant get any vacuum at all its big.
You need to get the system vacuumed out. Find the leak or correct the access connection
problem. If you get a vacuum on the system the r will blast in. The compressor does not need to
run to do it. Once you get enough pressure in the system the compressor will kick on and then
you can finish charging. Quote Originally Posted by pasinbuy If the system is not evacuating
then you have a leak. A leak not allowing a vacuum makes sense. If you want to do a pressure
test use nitrogen. It will not add moisture to the system. Vacuum to 35 microns to evap the
existing moisture and recharge once the leak is fixed. Please dont puke refrigerant into the
environment as I can already get a sunburn in about 15 minutes. Quote Originally Posted by
[ITA]Tsunami One question how much did you paid for the condenser Im asking becouse mine
stop working and im having trouble with the dealer becouse they wont cover it under warranty
and are asking me part labor almost bucks It was a complete kit but you can buy the condenser
separately right here http Its going to leak until the sealer activates and starts to block the
leakagetook a few weeks to stop mine. I suspect my evap core has a small leak that opens up
under certain conditions. Mine would hold a charge fine for weeks. It is impossible to slug the
compressor in this system unless you completely overfill the system these is noway to get
liquid from the can to the compressor I use that metal tape to seal everything while its openthen
you wont need to replace the dryer. There is also a product called Pro Dry that you can add that
will dry the system. Quote Originally Posted by Nonya nahh it can handle two cans THe
acumulator protects the compressor from any liquid. Woohoo thanks So now I guess I should
add the dye and try and see if theres a leak Good idea or should I just see how long she cools
Also do I have to add any oil to the system The cans I put in were just. I use sealer in my system
because the evap is cracked. So far it run two seasons using only a few cans. Better than
spending to replace the evap. See how long it stays cooling and you could look around the
system for signs of oil leaking. Flash the light at the water drain for the HVAC system. IF the
evaporator is leaking thats the only way you can check it without pulling the dash. The dye will
come out with the oil and drain out the same hole. Did you check pressures When you had it
working There is a high pressure switch on AC system s as well Either way I would say the
compressor is shot I sold everything but the compressor for I kept the compressor for my OBA
set up. The stock compressor will fill 35 tires from 10lb to 25 lb in about 1. Automotive advices
jeep wrangler air conditioning system. I have swapped out the relay to check if that is the
problem checked the fuse which is OK and the system has pressure. I tried adding a can of R to
see if that would make the system cycle but it did not. The electric vent fan works fine in all
settings. Two questions I need to check the pressurefunction so first how do. My air
conditioning works fine when I am on the highway moving. When I stop for more than a minute
or two such as stopped for a train or waiting for food at a fast food restaurant the vents will start
to blow warmer air out of them. They wont blow warm air just not near as cool as when the jeep
is in motion. It doesnt seem to be a flap or duct problem as I. I would also like to know if it was
as easy as it appears. I am f air ly mechanically inclined. Thanks in advance. At first I thought it
may be a refridgerant leak but Im not so sure thats it. Usually when a vehicle needs to have the
air recharged it will just blow warmish air from the get go. My 98 TJ will blow really cold air for
about minutes and then the air will turn to a warmish air. Does anyone have any ideas about
what could be causing this Hopefully its nothing major. The air conditioning is not working
properly in the jeep. When it gets really hot outside and you put the air to cold it only shoots out

hot air. When you put it on warm it shoots out warm air. What is the problem here What needs to
be replaced Thanks. It runs fine at degrees for long stretches on the highway and around town.
But once I turn on the AC the temp guage climbs and the check guages warning light comes on
rather quickly. If I turn off the air the problem goes away. I have just had the antifreeze drained
and flushed. What should I look for next. Im going to be redoing my cooling system hoses
radiator etc. It hasnt worked in years and seems to always be in the way. Anyone removed the
components What do I need to know. Friends of mine looked at a 98 TJ this morning and it did
not have AC. They loved it it was a nice jeep and at a very nice price but they would really like to
have AC. Anyone know of any after market AC kits to install and how much do they cost Is the
alternative to put together factory parts to have AC or would they be better off walking away and
finding another jeep that does have AC Thanks. Im guessing I need more refrigerant but Ive
heard its illegal to do the work yourself now Does anyone know the best course of action I
prefer to do my own maintenance if I can. If I have to bring it somewhere does anyone know
how much I should be paying for that kind of service Thanks. Ill report back how the installation
process goes and if I have any difficulties. Wish me luck. But today with the top down and the
AC off itll. By doing so the AC functionality is lost for the gain of a compressed air source from
a belt-driven compressor. Such system s utilizing. As the title points out my AC works in a
weird way. To preface Id like to say that Ive already done a bunch of searches and all Ive found
is a lot of people with the same problem as I have with NO solutions. I also would like to start by
mentioning that I realize I can take the top off or roll down the window and that many feel AC is
not a jeep thing. The YJ was equipped with R ac when I had the 2. The compressor I had on the
2. I have a slow leak somewhere but just cant find it. I see no wet spots anywhere under the
hood. I can fill it up with coolant and in about two to three weeks it will be gone. I pumped it up
to around pounds of air pressure and sprayed water all around but no bubbles anywhere. I tried
a can of the stop leak and with it. I have gotten a lot of technical questions about how to install
ac so I feel that the tech forum is a good place to start for it. My Sport did not have air
conditioning from the factory. Yes I have my soft top down most of the summer I brought it to
the dealer in June and they charged me and said they replaced the high pressure side hose.
Three months later I am still in the same condition no AC. I went back to the Stealer and they
said it must be something else and they would troubleshoot for a fee. I got a bit upset and left.
They said that there is a leak in the high pressure hose between the condenser and compressor.
Also they said that if they take the AC system apart they also have to replace the dryer and
orifice tube I have absolutely no idea what these parts are. The price I was quoted for fixing it
all. Ok sooo I added oz can of RA to my low pressure side with one of of those gauges and
tubes you get at autozone a f air ly easy process. The first can emptied in about 5 minutes and it
was enough to stop my compressor from cycling on and off every 5 secs A good sign Soooo I
added a 2nd 12 oz can and that was enough to get the PSI up to 35 and then it stopped there
after about 10 mins when the. My air conditioning worked fine last year. This year it wont hold a
charge in the lines. I know the compressor works because it blows cold as December right after
I charge it but doesnt hold a charge any longer than a few hours. I recharged it several times
with the stuff that has dye in it and tried to find the leak but never found anything. So I gave up
and took it to a mechanic. He couldnt find. I replaced the clutch and had to hot wire the AC to
make the clutch engage bad move I know. I think that it has some kind of low pressure switch or
something that shuts off the AC controls for some reason. Anyway I tried out the AC and it
worked and blew cold for the 15 minutes or so test period. I thought that I had fixed it but it.
How much is this worth if I wanted to sell everything under the dash and the compressor
Anyone have any idea how much its worth I know new from collins brothers jeep s its like or so.
It feels like cool air s coming out of the vents though. What could be the problem if there is one.
Similar phrases jeep wrangler air conditioning system: jeep wrangler air conditioning system
jeep wrangler window washer system jeep wrangler ignition system jeep wrangler oil system
jeep wrangler camshaft system. Latest searched advices and car parts ford c max fog lamps
ford c max front brake disc brake caliper brake pad ford c max front door ford c max front
fender front wheel arch ford c max front hub bearing ford c max front quarter ford c max front
stabilizer stabilizer control link ford c max front stub axle ford c max front suspension ford c
max front suspension arm. Ask an expert. To help, our ASE-certified repair team here at Bryant
Motors has put together a list of the most common air conditioning issues that you can
troubleshoot on your own to get your air conditioner back up and running â€” or to at least
know the problem before bringing it into our repair shop in Sedalia, MO. You or a technician can
use a sealant specifically designed for air conditioning units found at most auto parts stores to
close the leak. This is done using the airflow that comes through the front of your car as you
drive. In most vehicles, the condenser is found at the front of the car, so it should be easy to
visually see if anything is blocking it. This can easily be removed from the grill of your car and

the issue should be resolved. A broken condenser can be caused by a puncture from road
debris going through the grill of your car and damaging the part, or equipment failure. If you
notice any noticeable punctures in the condenser upon a visual inspection, typically the only
way to fix the issue is through replacement. First, a visual inspection of all the wiring should be
done to see if any wires are broken or frayed. If any damaged wires are found, they should be
mended with electrical tape or replaced altogether. Over time, this can cause your car to start
emitting only hot air. The best way to check if the cooling fan is broken is through a visual
inspection. Cracks in the fan can be caused by debris on the road and replacement is the only
true way to address this issue. Other common issues with cooling fans include blown fuses and
other electrical issues. These problems may have to be addressed by a professional unless you
have experience in electrical work. The most common reason that a compressor goes bad is
due to long periods of time without use. Lack of use tends to shock the system when it finally is
used again such as in the spring or summer after sitting dormant all winter long. This will help
keep the compressor fresh and extend its overall lifespan. In fact, the fix may be a relatively
inexpensive repair that can be done in just a matter of minutes. We understand that this can be
an extremely frustrating thing to happen to your vehicle, so we wanted to equip you with the
necessary knowledge to troubleshoot these things on your own if possible. Having the opposite
problem? New vehicles Used vehicles. How Can We Help? Browse Inventory New vehicles Used
vehicles. Bryant Motors. Do Jeep Wranglers have air conditioning? Well, that depends. You
could purchase it the air conditioning system already installed or buy an air conditioning kit that
you could fit your Jeep. Fast forward to now and you still have the option to have your Jeep
Wrangler with or Without air conditioning. It may seem weird that in this day and age cars are
still being manufactured without air conditioning as standard but you will discover some of the
reasons why as you read this article further. It was basically an army vehicle until when the CJ
was released for the general public. It was only in when the first Jeep Wrangler was released
that air conditioning was introduced as a feature in Jeeps, though only as an option at this
point. I will cover all the Jeep Wrangler models dating back to all the way to the present day so
we cater to both the Jeep enthusiasts as well as those of you looking for something more
modern. The Jeep Wrangler YJ was manufactured between and As already mentioned in this
post, they came with AC as an option that you could get already fitted in the shop or could buy
your own kit to retrofit the AC system. The TJ came with AC as standard with vents for the
driver and passenger side seat only. Those in the back sea
golf cart subwoofer box
1993 toyota paseo stereo wiring diagram
2004 chevy avalanche fuel filter location
t had to depend on the air circulating within the cabin. The Jeep Wrangler JK hit the market in
and lasted until Just like the TJ before it, the air conditioning system was pretty much
barebones and vents only ran to the driver and front passenger seats. The 2-door version of the
JL sport does not come with AC as standard while the 4-door version of it does. Cory
epitomizes the 'function over form' debate. His XJ Cherokee has taken many a beating due to
his lust for climbing the tallest ledges he can find and is armored to the max. Welded on sliders,
tube fenders, and no bumpers allow him to achieve some pretty crazy approaches. Cory's
favorite new mod is a larger winch he bought off a buddy after his Smitty cooked itself, trying to
yank his buddy out of a ravine. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Do Jeep Wranglers have Air Conditioning? Cory Cory epitomizes the 'function
over form' debate. Follow on Facebook Follow on Pinterest. My Full Bio.

